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Eco Sense Grey Bardolino Oak / Eco Sense Dust Grey

Eco Sense Sepia Gladstone Oak / Eco Sense Alpine White

At William Cope, we are passionate about sustainability and 
doing our bit to help preserve our environment for future       

generations.

This collection is SUSTAINABLE, CARBON NEUTRAL and 
for some products even CARBON NEGATIVE. It is completely       
flexible in terms of design with made to measure or standard 

sizes and a wide range of colours and finishes.

Welcome to Eco Sense
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The Eco Sense range has been developed to produce 
as little impact on the environment as possible when in                  

manufacture, in terms of energy use and waste pollution. 

With materials sourced locally (within 150km radius from a 
plant)

All boards are 100% recyclable and carbon negative so even 
after manufacture, when the boards are replaced, they can 

be recycled and made into something new. 
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Eco Sense Dark chicago concrete/ Eco Sense Pebble grey

Eco Sense Dust grey

Eco Sense Alpine White /Eco Sense Light grey  5   6



Alabaster Sand beige Pebble grey Porcelain Alpine white 
matt

White gloss

Denim Blue Indigo Blue Cashmere Light grey Stone grey Dust grey

Taupe grey White grey Monument 
grey

Smoke blue Fjord green Graphite

Black Terracotta

Eco Sense Fjord Green/ Eco Sense Light Grey  (Cabinets) - Truffle Brown (Worktops)

Eco Sense Indigo blue

Eco Sense solid colours 

The Eco Sense range is full of vibrant hues, brilliant gloss and super 
matt laqured finishes which will brighten up your home and create 
a sophisticated and inviting environment. 

With high stain and scrtch resistance, the Eco Sense makes for a               
durable and robust door.

These are just a few of the most popular Eco Sense colours.               
Contact us to learn more about the wider range.
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Previous William Cope Kitchen            
Projects   

Here are a few previous projects 
which William Cope have completed.

Each one was designed and built using 
the Eco Sense Range - The possibilites 
are endless!

Graphite 
Matt with top                  
profile handles 
and a dekton                
worktop

Black matt 
with top profile 
handles and 
Dekton work-
tops

White gloss 
with top profile     
handles and 
quartz work-
tops
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Cashmere with 
top profile     
handles and 
quartz work-
tops



Grey Bardolino 
Oak

White Halifax 
Oak

Natural Halifax 
Oak

Truffle Brown 

White Marble

Sand Grey Halifax 
Oak

Lincoln Walnut Mali Wenge Sepia Gladstone 
Oak

Anthracite 
Metal Fabric

Keiserberg Oak

Light Chicago 
Concrete

Dark Chicago 
Concrete

Black Gold Metal 
Slate

Black Marble

Black Glazed 
Halifax Oak

Pewter Halifax 
Oak

Matt Copper 
Bronze 

We have a range of 
physical samples in the 

showroom so if you 
would like to see any 
please let us know!

Eco Sense Material effect finishes

Our range of material effect doors help to add that little bit of                    
texture into your interior design

Bring the outside in…
Incorporate nature into your desired kitchen by including one of 
these material effect finishes into your design. Combining these with 
the bold tones of the solid colour range, gives the flexibility to create 
unique spaces you’ll enjoy spending time in.
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Eco Sense Natural Hamilton Oak
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Also available as a laminate worktop
Please contact us for more details 
on style and thickness of laminate                

worktops available
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Eco Sense Storage Solutions 

Our Pull out base unit has a      
variety of options for all your 
storage needs. Whether you 
want to store bottles, trays or 
towels, there is a pull out base 
unit to suit you. 

Our Le Mans corner solution 
allows to maximise storage 
where the standard storage 
solutions cannot reach. The 
Le Mans glides with ease 
when pulled out and has 
two shelves to gain further                  
storage space. 

Our Pull down wall unit is 
perfect for storing spices or 
those favorite condiments 
and allows for quick access, 
conveniently above your 
head.
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Our Pull out larder unit is a 
great tall storage solution. 
With multiple shelves and 
access from either side, this 
larder unit makes storage 
easy.

Our Legra box space tower 
solution is our most popular 
and practical storage unit. Each 
drawer has a 6kg weight limit 
and it provides easy access to all 
your kitchen goods.

Our integrated Eco waste bin 
keeps waste management 
discreet and makes the job of 
changing the bin as as easy as 
can be.

This sturdy, reliable waste bin is 
available in a range of sizes and 
arrangements - There is an Eco 
bin to suite every kitchen!
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Worktops 
At William Cope we keep sustainability at the front of any choice 
of material. Here are some of the sustainable options for worktops 
we have to offer. 

Laminate 

The most cost effective worktop option we supply, but the                 
widest range of colours and textures to choose from. The Eco 
Sense range of laminate worktops will be sure to have what you 
are looking for. 

See page 11 for examples.

Solid wood  

The more tradition choice for worktops. Solid wood would make 
a great feature for your new kitchen. They may require extra                            
maintenance, but the aesthetic solid wood brings to your kitchen 
is worth it. With options ranging from oak to walnut, we have the 
woodgrain to give your kitchen a more natural feel. 

Eco Sense Halifax Oak worktop 
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Dekton

Dekton is a sustainable, carbon neutral product which is                                 
available in 12mm or 20mm thickness. Dekton won’t stain in any 
way, is completely heat resistant and has anti-bacterial properties. 
There are no limitations in terms of design with this product so let 
your imagination run wild. 

Dekton is available in many options, here are a few examples. 

If you would like to learn more about Dekton and the options avail-
able, please contact us.

Dekton shown in Kreta

Dekton shown in Sirocco

Trillium Aura Sirius
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Handles 

Our range of handles, including top profile, make a great                             
addition to the final details when designing your kitchen. With               
W finishes ranging from black matte, stainless steel, antique brass 
and chrome, we will sure be able to find the handle to complete 
your new kitchen. 

To see our wider range, visit our showroom. 

Knobs Hi-Fi Range 
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Indigo blue and 
light grey with 
handleless profile

Check out more previous William Cope Kitchen Projects! We have 
been busy assisting more happy customers through their new kitchen              
projects with the help of the Eco Sense Range!

Matching light 
grey media unit 
the push latch 
doors

Pebble grey with 
handleless profile 
and quartz work-
tops 
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Quooker Flex
- Cold, hot and boiling water all 
from one tap
- With flexible pull out hose 
- Also chilled sparkling water when 
you combine your Quooker tap 
with a CUBE.
- Available in chrome, stainless 
steel and black.

Quooker Fusion
- Cold, hot and boiling water all 
from one tap 
- Also chilled sparkling water when 
you combine your Quooker tap with 
a CUBE.
- Available in square and round 
spout
- Available in chrome, stainless 
steel, black, brass and gold

Quooker Classic Fusion
- Classic All-In-One tap
- Also chilled sparkling water when 
you combine your Quooker tap 
with a CUBE.
- Available in round and square tap 
- Available in chrome, stainless 
steel, nickel and brass

These are our most popular boiling          
water taps from our Quooker collection 
- for more details please contact us 

Eco Sense Cashmere 

Eco Sense Alpine white matt
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Step 1. Step 2. Step 3.

Bosch Series 8 oven with steam 
function - stainless steel 

Bosch Series 8 Built-in compact 
oven with microwave function 

Bosch Series 8 heat pump tumble 
dryer 9kg

Bosch Series 8 80cm induction 
hob  

Here are a few of the most popular 
Bosch appliance models we supply 

Neff N90 Built in oven with steam 
function - slide&hide

Neff N90 90cm induction hob

Neff N90 Built in fully automatic 
coffee machine - graphite grey -

Slide&Hide
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Here are a few of the most popular 
Neff appliance models we supply 



Siemens Studioline built-in oven 

Siemens IQ700 90cm induction 
hob

Siemens Studioline built-in 
combi microwave 

Samsung Series 4 Smart oven 
with Dual cook flex

Samsung Series 4 Smart compact 
oven 

For more information on our appliance ranges 
and to find more about the full collection please 

contact us 

Siemens Studioline built-in coffee 
machine
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Here are a few of the 
most popular Siemens 
appliance models we 
supply 

Here are a few of the most 
popular Samsung appliance 
models we supply 
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Contact us!

Email - info@williamcope.design
Tel - 01202 427 524

Visit us!

857 Christchurch Road, Pokesdown
 Bournemouth, BH7 6AT

Follow us!

Follow us on Instagram - @williamcope_interiordesign
Follow us on Facebook - William Cope Interior Design
View our projects and reviews on Houzz - William Cope Interior 
Design 
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